Pricing
Bedrooms:
Full bathrooms:
Half bathrooms:
Kitchen:

Dining room:
Living room:
Family room:
Extra rooms:

# of Levels:
# of People:
# of pets:

Our fees are calculated based on the size and condition of the house, frequency of service,
amount of people and pets living in the home.
Option (routine cleanings) Flat rate:
1) We may arrange to charge you a flat rate, usually this rate is lower than the price by
hour used to charge one time or deep cleaning, so you don’t have to worry about any price
fluctuation or the time we’ll spend performing the cleaning tasks.
The old saying: “You get what you pay for” should be taken into consideration at all times.
When you hire our services, you’ll rest assure getting:
a) Exceptional cleaning results every visit.
b) Consistency and continuity.
c) Reliability.
d) Trustworthiness.
The best way to find them, are by reference or giving them a try.
2) The price is what makes us to take the final decision. The “reasonable fee”, will become
reasonable depending on how much we’ve already decided to spend in our monthly
budget.
If the estimate is lower or matches our budget it will become “reasonable”. If is higher, it
will become “expensive” from our own perspective.
Tips to have into consideration it will help you to have an idea about the potential cost to
clean your home.
a) To clean each room, like dining, living, TV, or office, it will take us around 20 minutes.
b) To clean each bedroom it will take us from 15 to 20 minutes.
c) To make a bed or change linen, it takes from 12 to 15 minutes.
d) To clean each bathroom, takes from 40 to 60 minutes, depending on the condition and
size of the bathroom. If your bathroom shower has glass doors, you have to consider an
extra 25 minutes we’ll spend cleaning it.

e) To clean each half bathroom, takes around 12 to 15 minutes.
f) To clean a kitchen takes from 50 to 75 minutes, depending on the condition and size of
the kitchen. If you have a gas cooktop burner, you have to consider extra 20 to 30 minutes.
g) If you have hard or wood floors plus rugs, it will take extra time to vacuum and mop
them than wood/hard floors alone.
h) Usually the basement is considered as 2 rooms.( depending on the condition and size)
oooOooo

